Slater Parks & Rec

Spring Scavenger Hunt
May 1st - May 31st
Explore Slater's Parks and Trails Participate in the 2022 Spring Scavenger Hunt!
Follow the clues leading you to a special location within our community's parks or
trails. Once you've arrived, you'll find a QR code to scan using a smart phone or
tablet. The code will lead you to a website familiar to our community to help you
solve the word search puzzle. Completed puzzles should be returned to City Hall no
later than May 31st. All families completing entries will receive a ticket to attend a
pool party Wednesday, June 8th 7 PM at the Slater pool. (Immediate family
members only.)
Good luck and happy hunting!

Clues
#1: Feeling thirsty? No water fountain will do. Get a drink they way farm kids do.
#2: It's a sunny summer day and it's time to play! After the climbs and slides, it's important to
exercise our minds. Take a look here and explore the adventure within. Leave one inside for others
to find.
#3 It is true, for the line I drew caused a rivalry between the two!
#4 Take a seat and rest your feet where the bees gather pollen.
#5 With my help you can easily cross keeping you safe from what's below, whether it is running fast
or running slow.
#6 If you hit one to the fence and down the line it goes, how far it went this shows.
#7 What goes up, must come down. Turn it around to be found.
#8 I watch cars and bikes go by all day, I'm always here to offer protection from the rain.

Slater Parks & Rec

Spring Scavenger Hunt

Clues (Continued)

May 1st - May 31st
RETURN TO CITY HALL BY MAY 31ST.

#9 Where a parent might wait for a toddler screaming "Wee!" Look below and you will see.
#10 From 1889 to 1989, Slater grew and prospered. A centennial celebration was necessary to say
hurray for this town we so love. A package was placed under a rock that day to be opened in 50
years' time.
#11 Eating outside is sure to be messy and fun. To keep ants off this be sure to clean up when
you're done.
#12 In the early days, homes and buildings were a challenge you know. This building was placed
here to show such work. You can still see the labor in the stones and beams set on this dirt.
RETURN TO CITY HALL BY MAY 31ST.
Where did each QR code take you?
Find each answer hidden in the puzzle below. Words can go any direction.

NAME: _______________________________________

IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBERS

PHONE NUMBER:___________________________ ATTENDING POOL PARTY

#_____

